
4 THEMES
CSR involves more than taking 
steps to reduce emissions; we 

need to innovate and invest 
too: in people, solutions, sa-
fety, society and technology. 
Complacency isn’t an option: 
we should always be looking 

at ways to improve.
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Trust is a plus, but checks are better.  
We are focusing on the following three quality 

and safety-related subjects:
1. Quality management 
2. Safety management 

3. Integrity management

We are taking various steps to 
reduce our environmental impact, 
including the use of Smart Modal 

Solutions and innovative ICT 
solutions.
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The BAS Group is focusing its innovation eff orts on three diff erent areas: 
1. ICT and a paperless working environment. 2. Logistics concepts. 3. Social innovation

Good employment practices and involvement in the 
society in which we live and work are both motivated 
by our wish to create a better world.

Straight from the heart

Colour prints
goal -10% | achieved -11%

Multimodal transport vis-à-vis total 
Italy transport volume
goal 68% | achieved 68.72%

Work and graduation 
placements 
goal 4 | achieved 12

Social Return by colleagues 
goal 3 | achieved 3 External audits with an outcome 

that is below the norm
goal 0 | achieved 0

Accidents resulting in 
injury/absence

goal 3 | achieved 5

Accidents not resulting in 
injury/absence

goal 22 | achieved 11

Average number of years of service
goal >5 | achieved 5.47

Supporting organisations and/or events
goal 1 | achieved 1

Sickness absence 
goal <2% | achieved 1.42%

Gas consumption per m2 
goal -7.5% | achieved -45%

Consumption (km/L) International 
goal +3.46% | achieved +3,30%

Average European emission standard
goal 5.75 | achieved 6

Waste separation
goal 80% | achieved 100%

Integrity incidents
goal 0 | achieved 0

Financial contribution to social organizations
> budget


